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ABSTRACT

This chapter applies Hofstede’s cultural dimensions to compare how companies located in Western and 
Eastern regions present their corporate sustainability strategies to their stakeholders. We compare ten 
pairs of West-East companies and find that differences in the corporate sustainability strategies they 
report can be related to geo-political and socio-cultural differences as described by Hofstede. Our 
findings can serve as a tool for companies in both regions to gain a better understanding about which 
sustainability initiatives are of more concern, depending on the region they operate.

INTRODUCTION

Corporate sustainability (CS) is rapidly becoming a strategic issue for companies in all sectors all over 
the world. Today, the mainstreaming of sustainability thinking is present in boardrooms and at the top 
management levels of the most visionary companies. However, it is still not clear what being “sustain-
able” exactly means, since neither an accepted definition nor a CS systematic measurement system is 
well established (Montiel & Delgado-Ceballos, 2014). Generally, CS has been defined as a tridimen-
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sional construct that integrates economic, social, and environmental performance (Bansal, 2005), and 
there seems to be consensus on these three main dimensions. However, we still do not know precisely 
what each of these three dimensions entails. For the purpose of this chapter we use as definition of CS 
those management practices that organizations put in place to deliver simultaneous economic, social, 
and environmental benefits (Hart & Milstein, 2003).

One of the CS activities that companies devote time to study is CS or corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) reporting,1 which has become institutionalized among businesses worldwide (Etzion & Ferraro, 
2010). Companies today publish annual CS reports to inform all interested stakeholders (e.g., custom-
ers, investors, employees, researchers) on the policies and practices they have adopted toward being a 
more sustainable organization.

In this chapter we compare the information that companies in both Western (North America) and 
Eastern (East Asia) regions present to their stakeholders in their CS reports and publications as well as 
on their corporate websites. It is important to examine the similarities and differences between Western 
and Eastern companies because, as the world becomes increasingly interconnected, it becomes relevant 
to understand CS strategies through the lens of differing cultures and environments. This examination 
enables both shareholders and all interested stakeholders to understand more fully the motivating factors 
behind certain CS strategies pursued by companies. In addition, this analysis may help companies learn 
from CS practices undertaken by their other-side-of-the-world counterparts.

The companies studied operate in different industries: technology, automotive, apparel manufactur-
ing, and telecommunications. The primary mechanisms for comparison are the corporate sustainability 
reports generated by the examined companies, other third party rating agencies, and additional public 
information disclosed by the companies. These reports are analyzed for any similarities or differences 
between companies located in Eastern Asia— specifically China, Japan, and Korea—as compared to 
North American companies in the United States and Canada.

This chapter is organized as follows: first, we conduct a brief literature review on CS and Western 
versus Eastern approaches to CSR and sustainability. Second, we describe the method used in our com-
parative study. Third, we elaborate on the differences found between companies in the two regions by 
organizing them in a set of CSR themes that we classify following to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. 
Last, we present some general conclusions from our study and propose directions for future research.

EAST VS. WEST APPROACHES TO BUSINESS

Previous research has addressed East-West differences in the way business is conducted. Chung et al. 
(2008) pointed out differences in ethical perceptions between East and West students, but went further to 
also identify differences in these perceptions within the three “Confucian” cultures analyzed (i.e., Japan, 
South Korea, and China) (Chung et al., 2008). Differences regarding moral values and the relationships 
with nature have also been explored. Miller (2012) stated that fundamental approaches to ethics and 
morality in both East and West countries are heavily influenced by the concepts of religion, ultimate 
truth, and the perception of the natural environment.

On the practitioner side, we also find discussions on the main East-West differences in business con-
duct. Beckman (2013) identified seven cultural traits that Easterners value more than Westerners when 
conducting business: (i) relationships are emphasized more than the “letter of the law”; (ii) aspiration 
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